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Welcome to the 2016/2017 academic year! We

are the Nova Economics Club and we are the

Economics club at Nova SBE. We are here for

postgraduates and undergraduates, for

Portuguese and international students to

provide research, debate and social

opportunities to our members.

Our motto is ‘Connecting Economics’. What

does that mean? First, it means connecting

economists. Clubs exist for their members and

NEC exists for you – for us – to connect with

each other. The start of the academic year

invites us to be less risk averse, less inhibited

and reach out to forge new friendships. You

will find over the course of the year that friends

are made not only at parties but also through

sharing tough moments of learning and

deadlines. Second, it means connecting you to

economics as a discipline. We do this through

our conferences, monthly newsletter, and

research projects. It is here where NEC

distinguishes itself from other clubs. We don’t

just connect you to economics. We connect

economics to you, and give you a voice and an

opportunity to contribute to the discipline.

Nova SBE shapes powerful minds. It trains

experts and leaders. That means a great

power but also a great responsibility. Experts

base their statements of fact on facts. Duh.

They don’t pretend to know what they do not or

cannot know. They actively assert the

limitations of their statements and distinguish

opinions from fact. The very meaning of being

an economist is basing our opinion on data.

As the year starts, it is important to come

armed with a critical perspective. While

tractability leads us to assume an ergodic

world with rational actors and representative

firms, the world is rarely (if ever) so well-

behaved. The world is uncertain, people are

‘irrational’ (by economics’ definition of

rationality) and firms are incredibly

heterogeneous. We build models on these

assumptions. Models are toys which help us

tell stories. It matters, though, that we tell the

right stories. We have a good example of what

happens when economists tell the wrong

stories, pretending or worse, believing they are

undisputable facts – the global financial crisis,

starting in 2008 and ending no time soon.

Academic disciplines advance when

established thinking is challenged. The good

student is not she with the right answers, but

she with the right questions. As you start this

year and take time to make new connections –

to people and to Lisbon, if you’ve just moved

over – do find time to think critically about

economics. More than ever, the world needs

economics and economists. It needs experts

and not snakeoil salesmen. Will you be that

expert, or will you let yourself become the

snakeoil salesman?

In this edition, Nova Students’ Union President

Tomás Gonçalves comments on some

upcoming changes to Nova, NEC President

Henrique Pita Barros discusses what’s next for

NEC. We’ve also scoured the news and

economics articles in July and August to give

you a short review of what’s happened and

what to read. Finally, Matteo Ruzzante

presents our economist of the month – Piero

Sraffa. Enjoy and keep connected!

Miguel Costa Matos
Editor-in-Chief, NEC Newsletter

Nova Economics Club Monthly Newsletter
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• Henrique is NEC’s incoming President.

• Last year, he was NEC’s Executive VP.

• Henrique is concluding his Masters in

Economics this January.

• Henrique is also a teaching assistant at

Nova and stewards for the Calouste

Gulbenkian Foundation in his free time.

• João was NEC President last year and has

been a mainstay at NEC for many years.

• Starting his PhD this year at Nova, he had

no choice but join our team to keep on

Connecting Economics.

• When not helping us at NEC, João can be

found in deep research, writing several

economics papers at once.

João Pereira dos Santos | Honorary 

President
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• Matteo is our VP for International and Club

Life! He’s your go-to man for organizing

parties, hang-outs, barbecues, dinners…

you get the idea!

• Matteo came to Nova from Italy last year to

start his Masters.

• Besides a brilliant economist, he can be

often found enjoying the nightlife at Bairro

Alto!

• Miguel is NEC’s VP for Conferences &

Communication – your go-to person for our

Newsletter, Website, Social Media and

organising conferences throughout the

year.

• Miguel works in the Ministry of Economy

and is a passionate activist for social

justice.

• He is also concluding his Masters in

Economics in January.

Miguel Costa Matos | Vice-President

Conferences & Communication

• Patrícia is our VP Projects & Human

Resources – talk to her if you want to be a

Researcher with NEC or indeed help in

any other way.

• Patrícia was part of our Marketing Team

last year, and has participated in many

research projects for NEC.

• Patrícia is starting her Masters this year.

Patrícia Filipe | Vice-President

Projects & Human Resource

Matteo Ruzzante | Vice-President

International & Club life
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July, 

1st

Assessing the implementation of the Minsk agreements, the European Union decided to renew

the sanctions to Russia until 31 January 2017.

July,

7th

The European Commission began formal disciplinary procedures against Spain and Portugal for

their excessive deficits in 2014 and 2015.

July,

13th

In the US, refinance applications increased 11% from the previous week to the highest level in

three years. Total mortgage application volume also increased this week, 7,2%, due to lower

interest rates.

Ten-year yields in Germany – the euro zone’s benchmark issuer – have been trading below 0%

in the secondary market for the past three weeks. Germany became the second G7 nation after

Japan to issue 10-year bonds with a negative yield.

July,

23rd

The US Justice Department filed a civil complaint in a money-laundering case outlining how Mr.

Najib, Malaysia’s Leader since 2009, received $731 million from a government fund he oversaw.

July,

25th

A woman infected with the Zika virus gave birth to a baby with microcephaly in Barcelona, in

what is probably the first case of its kind in Europe.

July,

29th

A federal judge said that Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, the former president of Brazil, will stand trial

on charges of obstructing the investigation into the colossal bribery scheme at Petrobras.

July,

30th

Tunisia’s parliament passed a vote of no confidence against Prime Minister Habib Essid,

effectively disbanding the government that followed the wave of pro-democracy rebellions across

the Arab world in 2011.

Aug,

2nd

The Reserve Bank of Australia cut the cash rate to a record low 1.5% proposing the

improvement of a “sustainable growth” in the economy.

Aug,

3rd

The Markit/CIPS UK Construction Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) achieved a new low

record, the deepest since 2009, making possible the cut of interest rates by the Bank of England

and revive its bond buying programme.

Aug,

5th

The US unemployment rate remained steady at 4.9% as in the previous months, as the

economy added 255,000 jobs in July.

Aug,

15th

In the second quarter, Japan achieved a GDP growth at an annualized rate of 0.2%, below

market forecasts for 0.7%.

Aug,

18th

After the Brexit vote and the result from the Stress Test taken by EBA, ECB hinted at taking 

further action in September should economic conditions worsen.

Aug,

23rd

China Everbright Group aims at buying Liverpool FC after Chinese investors spent a record 100

billion dollars on overseas acquisitions in 2015.

Aug,

30th

A record high in Europe’s exchange traded funds of 539 billion dollars was hit at the end of July

2016.

Aug,

31st

U.S. Treasury yields were on track for the biggest rise in over a year when a drop in oil prices

weighed on energy stocks leading U.S. and European shares to fall.

Summer 2016
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Climate Change Claims a Lake, and an Identity – New York
Times
The vanishing of Lake Poopó threatens the very identity of the
Uru-Murato people, the oldest indigenous group in the area.
They adapted over generations to the conquests of the Inca
and the Spanish, but seem unable to adjust to the abrupt
upheaval climate change has caused. Check this amazing
interactive work.

How to End Hunger – Project Syndicate
Last September, world leaders made a commitment to end
hunger by 2030, as part of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). It sounds like a massive
undertaking. In fact, the world already produces enough food to
feed everyone. So why does the problem persist? Continue
reading here on this important issue.

Rethinking Robin Hood – Project Syndicate
International development aid is based on the Robin Hood
principle: take from the rich and give to the poor. National
development agencies, multilateral organizations, and NGOs
currently transfer more than $135 billion a year from rich
countries to poor countries with this idea in mind. A rather
interesting article by Angus Deaton, the 2015 Nobel laureate in
economics.

7 Times Boris Johnson, Britain’s New Foreign Secretary,
Was Anything but Diplomatic – New York Times
Boris Johnson, Britain’s new foreign secretary, has a quality
unusual for a nation’s top diplomat: He can be spectacularly
undiplomatic. Check this extensive description in the New York
Times of what Boris did to gain his new role as Britain’s top
diplomat.

How poverty has radically shifted across Europe in the
last decade - The Conversation
Brexit brought significant changes for the EU and many
countries in the Eurozone are worried with a possible crisis.
Associated to a crisis we have the increase of poverty. This
article shows the more important change in the geography of
poverty in Europe over the last decade, increasingly
concentrated in the south of the continent, instead of west
countries.

South Africa can expect zero growth. Its problems are
largely homemade – The Conversation
The situation of zero growth in South Africa is as related to
external factors as to domestic factors. The main common
drivers of the South Africa’s economy are strongly related with
the corruption and inequality associated to the political parties’
control in society. This country has taken political positions
above its own economic interests. Education system and
monopolistic domination in some sectors need a reform to
become the results more efficient and competitive.

New IMF Study, Data Tool, Assess Fiscal Policies to Tackle
Gender Inequality - IMF
In this study, IMF introduces the first-ever research about
European gender budgeting efforts in some countries over
more than one decade. It will promote the investigation of the
countries and respective relationships between them that
implemented fiscal policy and administration to promote gender
equality and girls’ and women’s development.

Which is the greenest, happiest country in the world? –
World Economic Forum
A new approach of study intends to show to societies and
governments the potential of the “Happy Planet Index”. The
calculation is supported by factors such as well-being and
longevity of a population and how equally both are distributed.
Then, it's possible to set the result against each country's
ecological footprint.

A complacent, secretive IMF failed to deal with EU crisis;
what’s changed? – The Conversation
The IMF’s own Independent Evaluation Office (IEO) has
castigated the Fund’s handling of the Eurozone crisis.” However
financial repercussions continue to follow, as society’s belief in
experts decreases. You can read more about it here.

Joseph Stiglitz: Why we need new rules to tame
globalization – World Economic Forum
Joseph Stiglitz wrote this article in a reflection to current
globalization and its results. He wonders:” How can something
that our political leaders – and many an economist – said would
make everyone better off be so reviled?” Contra intuitive results
raise thoughtful doubts. We’re in a more globalized word every
day and yet income distribution is not making the foreseen
progress.

Early Macro News and Lessons from the Brexit –
Econbrowser
The “collapse of consumer confidence, flattening of the yield
curve, and the persistent depreciation of the pound” predicted
the estimated evolutions taken by UK’s GDP in response to
Brexit’s vote in the past 23th of June. Read here.

These are the world’s most innovative economies – World
Economic Forum
The Global Innovation Index, started in 2007, has released this
year’s rank. Switzerland maintains its leadership for the past 5
years and for the first time China is in the top 25. “Innovation
remains a key driver of economic growth, as highlighted by both
the Global Innovation Index and the World Economic Forum’s
Global Competitiveness Report.” You can read more here.

Improve your life by making huge decisions with a coin
toss – The Economist
This article is based on a paper by Steven Levitt of the
University of Chicago, “which suggests people are too cautious
for their own good”. The main point is to asses “whether people
would be happier if they moved away from the status quo for
big life decisions”.
Steven found that for bigger decisions, “those who were
instructed by the coin toss to make a change were both more
likely to make the change… and, on average, report greater
happiness on the follow-up surveys”. Read more about this
research here.

How to get poor countries out of low-trust ruts – The
Economist
This article discusses how new technologies can affect trust
relationships within the society.
The author states that “something like an online game could be
used to get people who would not normally trust each other to
interact and build social connections”. High-trust societies are
positive equilibriums and most people behave as they should
because the gains of behaving are higher than the gains to
defecting.

NEC Recommends
Articles and Trends to watch

Summer 2016
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NEC was invited by Nova SBE and EARIE

2016's organizing committee to interview the

conference's 3 keynote speakers – John

Sutton, Susan Athey and Steve Tadelis. In

this issue, we reproduce these interviews.

Our thanks go to Nova, the organizing

committee and the speakers for the

opportunity.

We hope you enjoy these short interviews

with these thought leaders in industrial

economics.

Ferreira Can you explain us the focus of your

research?

Sutton I have been working for the past 15 years on

globalization and the way industrial capabilities are

being spread more widely around the world as a

result of globalization. So I spent a lot of time in

India and China in the period between 2000 and

2010. I was interested in understanding the

economic analysis of what was going on but also

the practicalities of how firms were adjusting and

how these things were affecting the transfer of

industrial capabilities internationally. Then, around

2010, people suddenly started to notice in the media

that Africa had been doing quite well for a decade.

After 50 years of pessimism about Africa's

prospects there was suddenly enthusiasm that

maybe things were getting better. I have always

been interested in prospects for African

industrialization and that gave me an opportunity to

start doing some work there. I discovered that the

main difficulty from the point of view of the

economist was the lack of information sources, so I

spent a couple of years writing 5 books about the 5

countries that were doing well, describing all the

industries and the major firms and groups of firms

within these industries and studying particularly the

leading firms in each industry and looking at their

history and how they evolved and how they

developed their current manufacturing capabilities

so that gave me a benchmark to start understanding

these things. Then because I was doing that work I

was asked by the government in Ethiopia to advise

them on their policies regarding industry, and, as a

result of that, they asked me if I would help them

with the reform of the Investment Agency. The

Investment Agency is the agency which tries to

attract foreign firms to the country, and these

agencies often work very badly, but there is a very

good understanding on how to make them work

well. We know from the best international examples

on how such an agencies should function. So for the

past 5 years, I have been working very closely with

this agency in Ethiopia and my work there is coming

to an end because now they have an agency that

functions very well, thanks to having an excellent

director of the agency appointed by the government

with whom I have been working very closely.

Because to make an agency like that to work, the

most important ingredient is to put the right person

in charge of it and I have been very fortunate in that

I have been able to work with an excellent person

there. As a result of that, I was asked to do the

same thing in Tanzania and I am now more than

midway through the same reform with the

Tanzanian agency.

(continues on the next page)

Summer 2016

John Sutton, Sir John Hicks Professor of Economics at the London 

School of Economics

NEC Talks
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So a lot of my work on the past 5 years became

very practical and very applied in terms of

implementation and in making things work but I

continue to be interested on the research side in the

globalization process and how it works and that's

basically the focus of my work.

Ferreira What will be the medium term impact of

low commodity prices on African development?

Sutton Changes in commodity prices can be very

damaging for some countries. For instance Zambia

has had periods when low copper prices were a

very major problem for their economy.

Changes in oil prices obviously affect quite a few of

these countries even with the discovery of offshore

oil and gas in Tanzania and Mozambique the rate of

exploitation of those resources will be slowed down

because of falls in prices. However if you look at the

big picture in Africa I would say that is something

which is probably less important in its effects than

some of the primary drivers. If I had to say what is

the big line of economic effect that we should be

looking out for over the next 5 to 10 years would be

the offshoring of manufacturing from China because

China's wage levels have risen to the point where

firms in the area of clothing textiles and leather in

particular are looking for low cost off-shore

opportunities and this is a window of opportunity for

sub-Saharan Africa and those countries that are

most aware of these trends are very much focused

on trying to capture some of the FDI that comes

from China, which could create huge numbers of

jobs in a country like Ethiopia where they are

making massive efforts to get good business climate

and to establish an environment where firms can

work reasonably and efficiently.

Ferreira In your view what are the main challenges

to African development? What key policies do you

identify as necessary to accelerate development in

Africa?

Sutton I think that there are certain preconditions

[for development]. You have got to have political

stability and you have got to have an absence of

corruption at high levels of government and that

immediately excludes certain African countries as

candidates for fast growth over the next decade. If

you look at countries where those preconditions are

good you still have big differences in the degree to

which the government is focused on wanting to

make industrial development to happen. There are

some counties such as Ethiopia, Zambia and

Tanzania where the government is very much

committed to focusing on job creation trough

economic growth via foreign direct investment. I

think that the ingredients of a good policy would be

these:

Number one - a good policy will look both to

increase the number of jobs in existing industries

and also broaden the industrial base by bringing

new kinds of industrial activities, essentially moving

beyond basic industries into what we would call

middle manufacturing. The gains from focusing on

short-run employment creation in things like

clothing, textiles and, leather are very important but

it is important that governments also see that the

jobs that could be created ten years from now would

more likely come from the broadening of the

industrial base and bringing in multinational

companies to do things that are not currently done

in the country. So that would be the first ingredient

of a good policy.

The second ingredient of a good policy lies in the

realization that it's not good enough to look very

broadly at indicators of business climate, you have

to ask: “What are the really big barriers that are

holding firms back in a large and systematic way?”

and what comes out of all the evidence is something

that we have discovered in the Ethiopian investment

agency: coming through all the things that firms ask

for help with and that is land, power, and logistics.

Land tenure systems in Africa are very complex and

it's often very difficult and time consuming for firms

to simply get land to operate on. It can take two or

three years, so smoothing the way on that front is a

key element of policy. Power is a constant source of

difficulty and for Ethiopia the biggest news is that

new sources of hydroelectric power will come on

stream over the next two or three years which will

make the country a net exporter of power, but power

continues for most countries to be an ongoing

problem.

(continues on the next page)
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Logistics basically means two things, transport and

customs. Some countries are very involved in large

scale reforms of customs practices to make it easier

to move goods across borders and transport is often

an area where government needs to invest in order

to smooth the movement of goods.

The third thing that I would say about the design of

policy is that, having a nice policy document is not

the main part of the job. It is very easy to bring in

international consultants that would help you design

a nice policy document. The main challenge lies in

implementation and making it happen and that's

where government capacity is crucial and that's why

government commitment is crucial and that's where

putting the right person in charge in the right unit of

government or agency is absolutely essential.

Because with the right leadership in the relevant

agency, outsiders can often help. Aid agencies can

help. Expertise can be brought in. But without the

right leadership, the right person in charge of the

key agencies, you are debilitated, you are unable to

make things happen.

Ferreira In a more personal level, in the early 70’s

you shifted your field of studies from physics and

mathematics to economics. What prompted this

change?

Sutton Like a lot of people in that field at that time,

we used to argue a lot as students about: why was

it possible to send a man to the moon while half of

the world was still starving? And that got me

interested in economics.

Ferreira What advice would you give to young

economists that are starting now their careers?

What makes a good economist?

Sutton I think that what makes a good economist is

something really simple but absolutely crucial, which

is that you need to develop an approach in which

you can hold in one hand the analytical tools that

help you to stand back from a situation and see the

essential things that are going on and focus on

those, but in your other hand you must have an

absolute love of the horrible messy details of the

real world situation, because if you look at the best

economists you would always find that they have

that intense preoccupation with understanding the

nasty, practical details, of why something works and

why something doesn't work, and I would say that

the thing I look for in my own PhD students is the

development of the maturity that allows you to strike

that balance well.

Ferreira Last but not least, who do you think will get

the Nobel Prize in Economics?

Sutton I am a hopeless person to ask that because

I am really bad at predicting and I am surprised

every time (laughter).

Questions by

Rodrigo Ferreira
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Cortes and Filipe You career is impressive!

Starting with your academic background, with a

Bachelor in Economics, Mathematics and Computer

Sciences, can you tell us why a PhD in Economics?

Athey Why did I choose a PhD in Economics? I got

very excited about the ability to use rigorous

science, and by that I mean mathematical modelling

and data analysis to change public policy. I got

excited about Economics when I was at a summer

job selling computers to the government through

procurement auctions but there were many parts of

the regulations that were causing problems. They

gave incentives for bidders to manipulate their bids

and they also caused a lot of legal challenges to

procurement, and so, using formal economic theory,

we were able to show how you could design a better

procurement system that provided better incentives

and the professor I worked for testified in front of

congress about changing regulation and making

things more efficient and I just found that so

powerful because lots of people saw what was

wrong and many people saw the problems but no

one had been able to fix it but the Economics

professor with rigorous research was able to get the

policy makers to listen and change the law.

Cortes and Filipe Can you briefly describe your

current research?

Athey I’m looking at a couple different things. Today

I am going to be talking about my research about

the effect of aggregators and intermediaries on the

kinds of news and information consumers and

citizens get. One of the examples I’m studying is

Google News which shut down in Spain after the

Spanish legislator asked Google to share revenue

with the newspapers and so, I am using that natural

experiment, I looked at how Google News

competes. And Google News is different than other

newspapers because they don’t hire reporters and

they don’t do journalism. They just aggregate the

stories other people write and so the newspapers

don’t like it because they have a homepage that

looks just like a newspaper homepage, but they

didn’t do any of the work. So the economic

questions concern whether some technology, like

Google News, is good for newspapers because it

helps users discover news and read more news,

because search costs are cheaper, or whether it’s

just stealing viewers and reducing revenue from

people who do the hard work journalism and so I

actually find it’s a mixed story. It does some of both.

For small newspapers, Google News helps them,

but for bigger newspapers it competes for their

viewers. So the bigger picture for why this is

important is that these intermediaries, like

Facebook, Google, have a big effect on what

everybody reads. It’s why it’s been widely noted

that, in the United States election this year, the

candidates’ use of social media had a really big

impact on the outcomes of the Republican primary

and also that we’ve seen a big increase in the sort

of false news story - which are stories that are

demonstrably, factually incorrect - being widely

believed by some segment of the population when

they’re shared in the social media. There would be

less of that, I think, if you just had traditional media

curating the news. Because when people get their

news from their social media, they tend to read

more extreme news. Even more broadly than that,

even for all types of consumers, mobile operating

systems app stores and search engines getting

between the user and the information they want and

the products they want have a really big effect on

what businesses die and how informed people are.

(continues on the next page)

Susan Athey, The Economics of Technology Professor at the Stanford 

Graduate School of Business
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So, I think, understanding them and understanding

how they affect consumers and how they affect

businesses is really important for the future of

Congress. Specially because these intermediaries

tend to be highly concentrated in two mobile

operating systems, one or two search engines and

there’s just when things are so concentrated, there’s

a lot of impact on what those middle men do.

Cortes and Filipe According to your research, what

are the major challenges of this field and how will it

impact the world economy?

Athey One of the really exciting things about

economics digitalization and technology right now is

big data and that’s another one of my big

researches right now. So I’m writing a lot of papers

about the statistics of big data and I’m trying to help

Economics bring in some of the tools from machine

learning which are really good for data sets with lots

of variables and they’re really good for machine

learning tools and help when you have things like

text or unstructured data. So I’m trying to help

improve those tools and join them with the tools

from economics’ empirical work and so it turns out

that economics has always been very good at what

we call post-inference, contra-factual estimations

and what that means is that, if we want to say

what’s the effect of the minimum wage, we need to

know what would have happened if you hadn’t

changed the minimum wage, and so the counter-

factual of what would have happened is something

we think about a lot in economics. If you were

helping a firm set prices, you need to think what

would happened if I changed my price versus what

would happened if I have had left the same and

machine learning really focuses on prediction - just

using some covariates to predict something else in

the stable environment - but it doesn’t help you with

contra-factual inference. They also don’t put a lot of

emphasis on hypothesis testing and trying to

understand whether the results are statistically valid,

so I’ve been doing statistical research to take the

machine learning tools which are so very effective

and bring in the pieces of economics that we like. I

think the big challenge and really exciting varied

research for young economists is using big data and

I think that pretty much every field in economics is

going to have brand new data sets, brand new

questions. Things that we couldn’t have done

before. Plus, all the industry - every single industry -

is going to be transformed by automation and

digitalization. Banks are going to go from human

tellers to completely technological driving

businesses. They might cut their workforce in half or

more Nobody is being told now they need to cut

forty percent of their workforce for the next five or

ten years. So, for young people, if you are trained in

these tools of statistics and empirical analysis, you’ll

have an important role in transforming the economy

and, if you have an economics background, then

you’ll be able to have a good conceptual framework

for helping businesses decide how to transform.

Where is it going to automation, where is it not?

How do I use data to create new products and

services? And those are all economic and business

concepts, not just computer science. So maybe

another way to think about it is that your big data is

going to completely change the economy. In social

sciences, we need to understand the policy

implications, as well as the business implications

and we need to figure out how to create new jobs

and new products using all of these great things that

data brings to bear. So that you’re not just firing

people but you’re also hiring people, and I think it’s

going to be specially important to have people in

Europe trained in economics, statistics and

computer science. Everybody should know coding

by the way. Every single one should know how to

code! It’s going to be like, everybody knows it. My

kids by second grade know how to code. Every

single child in Ireland in pre-school knows how to

code. Hundreds and hundreds of US children are

learning to code in summer camps. It’s just going to

be something that everybody knows! So if you have

those skills, a good thing is that you can learn them

online for free and it’s not hard. But if you have

those skills, then you can help participating in the

technology revolution rather than just be losing it.

(continues on the next page)
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Cortes and Filipe What advice would you give to

young economists?

Athey Everybody needs to learn to code. People

need to go over to the computer science

department, take code classes, learn a little bit

about machine learning, learn a little bit about big

data. But also, make sure you have a really rigorous

framework in microeconomics because the big

question is going to be around changing business

models, changing technologies, firms figuring out

what to measure and how to operate in the data-

driven world. And if you have an economics

microeconomic background and some business

intuition? You’ll be able to try a lot more value than

just someone who knows statistics.

Cortes and Filipe When we think of economics, we

always consider a job like working in the

government, banks or something like that and we

have your example that you’re working for Microsoft.

Would you say that there is like a new trend coming

up?

Athey There’s a new trend that many businesses

are hiring microeconomists. Traditionally, when

businesses hired economists, they hired

macroeconomists to do forecasting, which was

somewhat of a mundane task. Now, firms are

operating in market places and you can’t just read in

a textbook how to operate in the marketplace. How

does a firm even know whether they should cut

wages to drivers to attract more consumers or raise

wages to drivers because drivers are about to quit

and they need more drivers on the street to make a

better consumer product? These are pretty

challenging decisions and so you need a really solid

microeconomics background to answer these

things. You need to be able to think about the

equilibrium. You need to be able to think about

spillovers outside of the market. You need to think

about network effects, economies of scale. Those

are all economic concepts and so every single

business is digitalized and so they’re all going to

need this more kind of microeconomic thinking. I

went to one hundred CEO conferences and every

firm stood up and said: “We’re a technology firm

now!” and technology firms need microeconomics.

Cortes and Filipe Thank you very much for your

time, to finish we would like to ask you one last

question, who do you think will get the Nobel prize

in economics?

Athey Uhh I never like to bet on that, but one person

who’s long overdue is Paul Milgrom. He’s one of the

founders of market design who’s done foundational

work in multiple areas, including auctions and

incentives and he continues to be incredibly

productive in designing spectrum auctions and I just

don’t why he hasn’t gotten it yet but I’m sure it will

be soon!

Questions by

João Cortes 

Patrícia Filipe
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Matos First of all, how are you enjoying Lisbon?

Tadelis Very much, it’s a beautiful city. I wish I had

more time to be here. I’ll definitely come back again.

Matos Internet companies and e-commerce have,

in the past, been beset by distrust. What is the role

of reputation in furthering online markets?

Tadelis The evidence suggests that reputation is

crucial to foster trust in online markets because

these are anonymous and traded long-distance.

You know, when you walk into a shop on the street,

you feel comfortable buying whatever they’re

selling. I guess we’ve reached the point where we

understand the equilibrium we’re even in without

thinking about it. If the shop owner is there and

they’ve put up all this investment, and if they’re

going to screw people over, word of mouth is going

to make sure that other people aren’t going to go

there. You know, it could be the regulators are going

to cramp down on them. So we feel that we earned

their trust. Online, obviously, we don’t see anything.

We don’t see any investment and it’s precisely the

reputation mechanisms, I think, that are giving

people more trust in using these systems. I think

that’s also combined with the fact that, like I

mentioned in the talk, Pierre Omidyar’s famous

quote that “people are basically good”. I think that

most people are basically good. Now, all you need

are a few rotten apples to screw up a market. But

the fact that online marketplaces are letting people

leave feedback, I think, gives people confidence

that, even if they’ll get screwed, it’s not going to be a

high likelihood event because they will be able to

complain about it, and that’s how the seller won’t

lose their future business.

Matos In your talk, you were saying that reputation

can serve as a signal for customers and also as

information for sellers to move their business. Both

as exit and voice. Can these sometimes clash?

Tadelis Well, there definitely would be a tension

because a lot of the studies suggest that retaliation

or other ways that sellers could harass buyers. Even

if you know, I didn’t have a great experience, I’ll

leave a negative review. Even if it’s just 10 e-mails

that I’m going to get. You know, it’s a waste of my

time. It upsets me. So, the lack of anonymity in

feedback could be one of the reasons that people

are not going to be that open and incentivized to

leave negative feedback when they have poor

experiences. Then the problem might be, like we

established on the eBay platform, that they’re more

likely to just even exit the platform without leaving

any feedback and without coming back for future

purchases. So this is an area where lack of

anonymity helps the seller know exactly which

transaction it was and gives them feedback they

could use to improve. However, lack of anonymity

also means that buyers are less likely to leave

negative feedback if they feel retaliation or other

harassments. So that would be an example where

you do have tension and that is generally the case.

It is going to be rare where you have two objectives

which are completely aligned so that you could use

one signal to generate growth for them. Whenever

there’s any distance in alignments between two

different objectives, one lever is just not going to be

enough to create the benefits of optimizing on both

those dimensions.

(continues on the next page)

Steve Tadelis, Professor of Economics, Business and Public Policy, Joe 

Shoong Chair in International Business, at the Haas School of Business, 

University of California Berkeley
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Matos Robert Gordon claims that new technologies

are not accelerating productivity growth, and many

worry about its impact on employment. How can

new technologies harness productivity and

employment growth?

Tadelis It’s a great question, I know of this recent

book that Robert Gordon published. I haven’t read

it, I will admit it. But I have heard some discussions

of it.

Matos It’s very long.

Tadelis Yes, it is long. But it has attracted the

popular press and this is where it’s a little hard, I

think, to make the kind of statement he is making for

a variety of reasons. I am not claiming that what he

is saying is wrong. He may be right. But if you go

back to the Luddites and the Industrial Revolution,

they were saying: “oh, these machines are coming

in. They’re going to cause massive unemployment”.

You didn’t’ see that happen. When robots moved

into vehicles, yes, some people lost their jobs and

then they had to find other things to do. You didn’t

see this massive dense of unemployment, at least

as far as I know. So it’s really hard I think to predict

how these displacements are going to affect

productivity. Keynes said we’re going to reach a

time in the future where everyone is going to have

half the time doing leisure. And that’s not

happening. I mean, we clearly are more productive

than we were 50,100, 200 years ago. So, could it be

that maybe finally Keynes’ prediction will come true

and we’re just going to have a lot more leisure and

that’s going to be our productivity gain, that we’re

actually going to enjoy life!? Read more books,

volunteer more - who knows how we’re going to get

our kicks? I think that the data that Gordon uses

does suggest that technology has not really created

this huge impact on productivity and WW2 to the

1970s was a lot more about population getting more

productive and less about technology. But I just

think it’s too hard to tell because in the past,

automation and other technological advances have

not caused this massive unemployment. It was just

in the last week there were interesting discussions

in the United States. You may have heard about

Uber’s robotic cars that are going to be launched in

Pittsburgh this month, they’re claiming. Where

apparently people believe the industry is going is

trucking, where this is very very clear and clean

now. You take a truck, you load them in a port, you

need to get it to this warehouse, and it’s 200 miles,

2000 miles. The point is that’s where the robotics

are going to clearly have a huge benefit. I think,

right now there are about 1.8 million truckers in the

United States, so it’s possible that in 10 years, you

are going to have 1.8 million people losing jobs, so

what are we going to do? Could there be more of an

increase in jobs like what TaskRabbit has? Right

now, I run my errands, and maybe I’m going to stop

shopping and now you’re going to need people who

shop for me. So they might actually go in driverless

cars or they might drive the cars and a whole new

industry of intermediate household production is

going to happen. I just think we’ve never been good

at looking around corners so I think there’s room for

optimism.

Matos A lot of your research is focused on e-

commerce. Online markets aren't just e-commerce.

We've got Uber and Airbnb, we've got Industry 4.0

and the Internet of Things, and so on. Where will

online make the most difference and is there a role

for reputation in any of these other markets?

Tadelis If you take Uber and Airbnb, I think

reputation is critical there. Especially Airbnb, but

even Uber uses it. John Sutton mentioned to me a

ride that he had recently in Uber, where an Uber

driver got one negative review causing his average

to drop below 4.86 which is what Uber uses

wherever that location was and then the driver had

to basically use the logs to prove that he was okay

and didn’t screw up according to what that rider

suggested. So, I personally classify Uber and Airbnb

as e-commerce because it is commerce that is

happening thanks to the internet and the electronic

engagement and, in all of these, reputation is

playing a key role. You know, when you think about

the internet of things, that’s a lot more based on

technology. (continues on the next page)
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Will it help me optimize the temperature and the use

of water in mgarden and so on and so forth? So, it

will give me indications of when my fridge is

suddenly consuming more electricity. With the

internet of things, once everything is connected, I’ll

get a message on my iPhone popping up and

saying: “In the past two hours, your fridge was using

more electricity than usual”, and so I’ll detect that

there’s something wrong with the refrigeration mode

or I left the fridge door open, or one of my kids did,

and that’s obviously not going to have reputation.

An area that is clearly growing dramatically is the

whole use of machine learning and deep learning

that’s allowing for robotic cars because, you know,

once we have robotic cars, it’s not really going to be

about reputation. However, you still have, on one

side, probably you’re going to want to take, maybe

they’re going to create sensors that detect vomit,

because if I jump into a robot Uber in 5 years after

getting drunk and I puke in the car, then you’d want

Uber to be able to penalize me and maybe not let

me use the site anymore because you know they’re

going to have to find ways to detect it. Because if

they don’t, and then the next person comes and the

car picks them up and then they look and they see

vomit, are they not going to take the ride, or are they

going to take the ride and if they take the ride, then

the question is who vomited and who didn’t? We’re

going to need some form of feedback on one side of

the market if the other side just becomes robotic.

Matos How important are big events, like

WebSummit in Lisbon, or government programs to

building reputation and spurring successful and

disruptive tech sectors?

Tadelis It’s a great question. I think one of the most

important things to spur tech innovation is not to be

too heavy-handed with regulation. I think that’s a big

difference between Europe and the United States

right now. You know, a lot of labour restrictions, a lot

of finance restrictions. Obviously, coming from the

US, I am a bit biased, and so you should take that

with a grain of salt. But I think the evidence does

suggest that putting up some façade and some

government funding a little bit here, and some

conference where you’re inviting everyone - at the

end of the day, if you want businesses to succeed,

you have to make it easy for business to fail.

(continues on the next page)
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So, having bankruptcy laws in place that allow

people to fail without having heavy consequences.

It’s important because as any venture capitalist will

tell you only one out of every ten projects they fund

will succeed but that pays for the whole operations,

so they really take these outlandish risk – educated

but some outlandish risks – because they know that

the laws and the regulations allow these failures to

happen seamlessly. People get up, shake off the

dust, and move on to the next endeavour. I think

those things are a lot more important than

conferences or some government funding or match

funding because it’s not so much to help people

build, it’s to help them fail, because that’s how a lot

of this innovation happens.

Matos What advice would you give to young

economists who are starting their career?

Tadelis Work hard. (laughter) I think what’s really

fascinating is the growth of economists in the tech

sector. So, you know, we’re still talking about only a

few hundred people who are employed overall, but it

is growing and you now have many economists at

Amazon, a bunch growing teams at Uber, at

Facebook, Airbnb. eBay has a few, and I think that

more and more companies in the tech sector

understand that economists are bringing something

new to the table. People in computer science and

statisics – they’re not trained to think about

incentives, to think about equilibrium effect, to think

about causation. I mean, even statisticians aren’t

really thinking about the models behind the data-

generating processes that e-commerce think about.

So, what I would tell young economists is you really

want to tool up to create that easy - or maybe easy

is too strong a word - not too difficult a bridge to be

able to call yourself a data scientist. There are a ton

of data scientist jobs that would require some basic

skills in SQL and Python. These are a lot easier to

learn than learning about Diff-in-Diff, RDD, and

other models and identification strategies. Learning

to think like an economist is what’s unique about an

economist. Learning Python and SQL – there are a

lot of other disciplines that are doing that and it’s not

too hard to do. So, the advice I would give young

economists is to spend some time learning some of

the basic coding skills that are needed for data

scientists because then you are leveraging the

added insights that an economist brings to the table

– of causation, of incentives – and that would turn

any one of these young economists into a hot

commodity.

Matos Thank you very much. Sounds very exciting.

To finish, we would like to ask you one last

question, who do you think will get the Nobel Prize

in Economics?

Tadelis There is a saying in Hebrew that “prophecy

was given to fools” and I’ll not be labelled a fool and

therefore I will not answer that question.

Questions by

Miguel Costa Matos
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The Nova Economics Club evolved, since its

creation, from a small but impactful group to one

of the biggest and more important students’

groups in Nova SBE. As the new President of

NEC, I want to thank all current and former

members of the club, as well as all former

presidents (in particular João Pereira dos Santos,

with whom I had the privilege of working last

year) and all academics and public institutions

that helped build this club. NEC is proud of its

history and legacy giving its contribution to

Portuguese society and this past is a reference

for the next years. Our team is committed to

make NEC grow and improve and besides the

president, Miguel Costa Matos, Patrícia Filipe

and Matteo Ruzzante will work as vice-

presidents. Miguel will work on our conferences,

including Economia Viva which will become an

annual fixture. He will also work on our

Communications, as Editor-in-Chief of our

Newsletter and coordinating our online presence.

Patrícia will manage our projects and

partnerships, as well as the club’s most important

asset: our human resources. Last but not least,

Matteo will organise club life, creating memorable

social events, and ensuring the integration of our

international members. It’s our mission to make

Economics accessible to anyone and traditionally

NEC focused on very specific projects for both

Portuguese and international public institutions.

These will still exist and grow, at the same time

as we keep improving students’ experience when

being part of these projects. It’s our objective to

offer students, from early on in their academic

lives, the opportunity to work on Economics

through NEC projects. The participation in these

projects is possible for any student of Nova SBE

and there will be a recruitment period in early

September. NEC has an inclusive philosophy

where it makes no sense to exclude motivated

and interested people. As long as people are

motivated and there is work to do, we are happy

to welcome anyone to work with us. In parallel,

last year the club moved from solely working on

these projects, to start organizing, on a regular

basis, public events aimed to promote the free

debate of important topics for society. The main

idea was that NEC’s impact was significative and

important but the involvement of Nova’s

community was still very small. In particular,

younger students and those who don’t primarily

study Economics were not involved. Moreover, it

is our objective to make NEC a reference

regarding open and free discussion of ideas in

Nova SBE and Portuguese society in general. To

achieve this very ambitious goal NEC will

organize the second edition of Economia Viva

conferences, organized together with Nova SU,

which was, last year, a revolutionary event and

an enormous success, while making its

conclusions available to the public so they can be

useful for society. Also, NEC intends to organize

more conferences on specific topics, starting with

one about the 80th anniversary of Keynes’

General Theory of Employment, Interest and

Money, in late September. Besides all ideas our

team may have, creativity is an essential

component of Nova Economics Club’s DNA and

therefore any suggestion or initiative from anyone

is very welcomed.

Henrique Pita Barros

NEC President

NEC Articles
The Future of Nova Economics Club
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As you may know, Nova University is about to

become a Fundação, a Public University

answering to private law when it comes to

personnel, patrimonial and financial

management. This major change in Nova’s

organizational and legal regime may have gone

unnoticed to most Nova SBE students, mainly

due to Nova’s failing to open the debate to all and

every student of our faculty.

Becoming a Fundação is not a privatization

strictu sensu, but instead a change in the

relationship between Nova University and the

State, now settled by a contract agreement. Nova

continues to be considered public property and a

public entity, and private law will only regard to

Nova University’s internal management issues.

But, what does actually change?

Nova University will be governed by a Board of

Trustees, composed by five independent

personalities, appointed by Nova, and nominated

by the State. This Board will review the legality of

Nova’s actions and will also approve the essential

actions of Nova’s management bodies. This may

be seen as a concern, mainly because of the

immense power given to such a small council.

Nova’s decisions will mainly be dependent on the

quality, intellect and vision of these five trustees.

Nova will now be able to create contracts

(“carreiras próprias”) for its research, teaching

and administrative staff based on private law,

while public servants won’t have to change their

labour relationship unless they want to. This will

allow Nova to hire Human Resources who add

value, (which currently may not be possible due

to fixed wage ceilings), while allowing for

absolutely meritocratic promotions. Nova will also

be allowed to hire staff temporarily, according to

an identified need and aligning individual and

institutional goals. In my opinion, this is the main

advantage of this regime, and it has been verified

in practice in other Portuguese Universities, such

as U. Porto or ISCTE-IUL.

Regarding finance, Nova may be exempted from

fulfilling common Public Administration rules

because it will be outside the state budget’s

perimeter. Also, Nova’s financial autonomy will be

strengthened with new prerogatives related to

bank credit access. Becoming a Fundação, Nova

may also freely buy and sell assets, accept

donations and manage its estate with full

autonomy.

Becoming a Fundação seeks to provide a more

autonomous university with a more flexible and

efficient operating business model. State funding

would be awarded on multiannual contracts with

aligned key performance indicators. Not being

dependent on annual fiscal policy changes, Nova

would be better able to fulfil medium-term plans.

Nova’s stakeholders shouldn’t be afraid of this

change. Education will still be public and tuition

and social aid programmes aren’t harmed, so

students’ experience will most likely not be

negatively affected. Of course, the school’s

performance will be dependent on the quality of

its governing bodies, but that is also true today. In

short, it’s a change for a better University and

increases Nova’s chances to compete with

Universities abroad.

Tomás Branco Gonçalves

Nova Students’ Union President
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Piero Sraffa is one of the most influential Italian

economists of the twentieth century. His book

Production of Commodities by Means of

Commodities, which developed a critique of neo-

classical economics, is considered as the

founding work of the neo-Ricardian school of

economics. His enormous contribution to the field

of theoretical microeconomics earned him the

Söderströmka Gold Medal - the forerunner of the

Nobel Prize – in 1961.

Sraffa was born in 1898 in Turin to a wealthy and

influential Jewish family. After his military service

between 1917 and 1919, he graduated in 1920

with a thesis on “inflation in Italy during the Great

War”, supervised by Luigi Einaudi (future Italian

President). Anecdotes describe a young Sraffa

showing up at exams in officer’s uniform.

Two turning points of his human and intellectual

life were his encounter with Antonio Gramsci, the

Marxist thinker and historic leader of the

Communist Party of Italy, and John Maynard

Keynes, who was our last issue’s economist of

the month.

Sraffa met Gramsci at the University of Turin in

1919 and maintained a close intellectual relation

with him, without joining his party. After Gramsci’s

arrest by the fascist regime, Sraffa, who already

arouse Mussolini’s ire with a work on Italy’s

banking crisis, moved to Cambridge in 1927, at

Keynes’ initiative. From there, Sraffa mounted an

international campaign to release Gramsci and

was instrumental in helping Gramsci to write and

publish his Prison Notebooks.

“His contributions motivated the
Cambridge capital controversy that
pitted Sraffa and Joan Robinson against
Samuelson and Solow in an intense
debate on the nature and role of capital
which is worthy of attention for any
committed student of economic theory.”

Keynes invited Sraffa to the University of

Cambridge for a lectureship after his 1925-6

articles on the marginalist theory of value. The

latter accepted and never moved from there until

the end of his life.

The starting point of Sraffa’s thinking was a

radical criticism to Marshallian theory of the firm,

especially the contradiction between increasing

returns and perfect competition. Later in Sraffa’s

academic career, his critique to dominant

Marshallian theory was supported by an attempt

to retrieve and perfect the classical approach, as

originally developed by Ricardo.

In essence, Sraffa demonstrates that it is not

possible to identify a law which determines

simultaneously the wage and the rate of profit.

We can’t assume, Sraffa argues, that, as wages

increases, labour is substituted by capital

because the value of capital depends on the

duration of initial investment. Considering capital

with different durations, it may happen that capital

is substituted with labour even if labour increases

(“return of technique” or re-switching). It then

follows that it may be not correct to attribute

unemployment to wage increases.

His contributions motivated the Cambridge capital

controversy that pitted Sraffa and Joan Robinson

against Samuelson and Solow in an intense

debate on the nature and role of capital which is

worthy of attention for any committed student of

economic theory.

A passionate bibliophile and librarian at

Cambridge, Sraffa concluded his critical edition of

David Ricardo’s works in 1973, as a legacy of his

particular interest in classical economics. While

his research points to a cultural revolution in

economics, his thought has not had success in

mainstream academia (yet). In any case, his

contributions are worthwhile reading.

Matteo Ruzzante

NEC Member

Masters’ degree, 2nd year 

Piero Sraffa
Economist of the Month - September
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This year, we celebrate the
80th anniversary of the
publication of Keynes’
landmark General Theory of
Employment, Interest and
Money.
We are pleased to announce
that we will be organizing a
conference on the
‘LEGACY of KEYNES’ on
28th September

Furthermore, we are excited
to announce that this year we
will once again organize
Economia Viva, our week-
long cycle of economic
debates.

Economia Viva will take
place on 13-16 February
2017
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